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One of the time-honored traditions to kick off the holiday season in New York is the Macy's Parade,

where huge helium filled balloons float down the broad avenues of the city. Well actually, they don't

float, they are moved down the parade route by handlers who walk and pull the balloons along with

tethers. The balloons are huge and unwieldy, and accidents can and do happen. Felix the Cat caught

on fire once, Bullwinkle spewed helium from his nose one year and various balloons including

SpongeBob have crashed into things on the street. The Cat in the Hat hit a light post in a wind gust

one year, knocking it down and injuring a number of spectators. As a result of the complexity and risk

associated with these balloons, there is a specific set of rules dictating the level of wind allowed. If

the wind is blowing at a certain level, the biggest balloons like SpongeBob don't fly.

Talk about a risk management nightmare--hundreds of thousands of people lining the sidewalks, 5

story balloons and the potential for wind howling down Manhattan's urban canyons. Bankers know

that the level of risk management planning and processes for any given situation should be

commensurate with the level of risk. One area of special interest to regulators of late is around third

party vendors. Banks of all sizes have become quite dependent upon outsourcing numerous activities

and of special concern to regulators are third party relationships involving "critical activities." In fact,

the OCC released new guidance on risk management specifically as it relates to third party

relationships. The guidance warns banks to practice effective risk management, regardless of

whether the bank is performing a function internally or through a third party. It also reminds banks

that using a third party does not diminish the responsibility of the bank's board or senior

management to ensure the activity is performed in accordance to laws.

There is a lot of detail in the guidance and compliance officers should read it carefully, but we offer a

roundup of a few of the main points. Banks should adopt risk management processes commensurate

with the level of risk and the complexity of its third party relationships, and they should be especially

comprehensive in the case of third party relationships involving critical activities. The risk

management process should continue throughout the lifecycle of the relationship beginning with an

outline of the bank's strategy, identification of the inherent risks of the activity and how the bank

intends to oversee the third party. There should be proper due diligence in selecting a third party and

written contracts that outline the rights and responsibilities of all parties. Ongoing monitoring of

activity and performance of the third parties is critical, as are contingency plans for termination of the

relationship. Regulators will also look for documentation that facilitates oversight and management of

the relationship is successful, as well as perform independent review to be sure all is working.

Regulators are mapping out more specifics because banks continue to increase the number and

complexity of third party relationships. In many cases, banks are outsourcing entire functions such as

tax, legal, audit, or IT. Regulators are concerned that the quality of risk management has not kept

pace with the depth and importance of these third party relationships.

At PCBB, we are strong believers in using outsourcing to carry out processes that occupy staff time

that can be more efficiently carried out by others. This regulatory update for banks should serve as a

reminder that outsourcing is fine but banks need to include such arrangements in their risk

management processes to ensure everything is working as expected.
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BANK NEWS

M&A

Duke Financial Group will sell First National Bank of Southern California ($145mm, CA) to ABP Capital

LLC for an undisclosed sum. Management of the bank will remain and the transaction will reportedly

provide additional capital resources to support growth.

M&A

The Bank of Marion ($349mm, IL) will acquire First Southern Bank ($242mm, IL) for an undisclosed

sum.

M&A

Cornerstone Bank ($1.3B, NE) will acquire Bank of Marquette ($35mm, NE) for an undisclosed sum.

Settlement

Royal Bank of Scotland agreed to pay $100mm to settle US OFAC regulatory issues related to

transactions it processed for individuals in sanctioned countries.

Huge Change

In response to changing customer needs and in order to cut operational costs, the CEO of PNC Bank

($299B, PA) said the bank plans to eliminate tellers from most of its branches, cut traditional

branches by 67% in 5Ys, introduce new technology and shrink the size of its branches.

Mileage

The IRS announced the mileage rate for business miles driven will be 56 cents per mile in 2014.

Dodd Frank

The latest update shows about 33% of the rules mandated by Dodd-Frank still need to be written or

completed.

CU Biz Lending

Research finds credit unions account for 6% of all small business loans from insured depository

institutions and about 32% of all credit unions make business loans.

Service

A Carlisle & Gallagher Consulting Group study finds 65% of people say their primary financial

institution is not as good as leading customer service organizations. Interestingly, when problems

surfaced 62% said the issue was resolved, but 71% said it took 2 or more times to get there (28%

said 1x, 43% said 2x, 22% said 3 or 4x and 7% said 5+).
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